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Book and author Blurb 

7 ‘The Little Inventor’s 

Handbook: A Guide To 

Becoming An Inventor’ 

by Dominic Wilcox 

A step by step guide to thinking up fantastical, funny or perfectly practical 
inventions with no limits! 

This book encourages budding inventors to think big and have fun with their 
imaginations! Be inspired by drawings of scarf helicopters, ladybird 
umbrellas, and ghost wash’n’dry machines! Check out toothbrush maraccas, 
square peas, and nose scratchers! What will YOU invent? 

8 ‘The Complete Zaha 

Hadid’ by Aaron Betsky 

Zaha Hadid is the leading architect in the world, and is the first female 

recipient of the prestigious Pritzker Prize (2004). This is the complete 

monograph of Hadid's works, from her early, unbuilt projects and ideas from 

her student years to her very latest projects around the world, including the 

Aquatics Centre for the London 2012 Olympic Games, the Guangzhou Opera 

House in China, and the Eli & Edythe Broad Art Museum in Michigan, USA. 

The book also includes her furniture, product and exhibition designs. 

9 ‘Designs of The Times’ 

by Lakshmi Baskharan   

Designs of the Times is an essential, one-stop reference and inspiration 

resource for graphic designers, students and design writers. In addition to 

providing a grounding in each historical movement/style, each section shows 

contemporary uses of the style in multi-disciplinary design, enabling the 

reader to see how each style has evolved and can be applied. 

10 ‘Design: The Definitive 

Visual Guide’ by Judith 

Miller 

What makes a truly good design? This comprehensive reference guide 

explores the evolution of design through the key designers, manufacturers, 

objects and the movements they inspired - from the Arts and Craft 

movement to the digital age. 

Design is all around us, from the chairs we use at work, to the crockery we 

eat on and the cars we drive. The pages of this book are packed with 

fabulous images of objects, technology, prints, buildings, and interiors that 

will help you explore the fascinating history of design movements, 

illustrating how and why different styles emerged and became popular. 

11 ‘A History of The World 

in A 100 Objects’ by Neil 

MacGregor  

Encompassing a grand sweep of human history, A History of the World in 100 

Objects begins with one of the earliest surviving objects made by human 

hands, a chopping tool from the Olduvai gorge in Africa, and ends with 

objects which characterise the world we live in today. 


